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ABSTRACT 

A comprehensive comparison is made between theoretical calculations 

and experimental data for intermediate energy (> 10 eV) electron 

scattering from sodius vapour. The theoretical predictions of coupled-

channels calculations (Including one, two or four channels) do not agree 

with experimental values of the differential cross sections for elastic 

scattering or the resonant 3s to 3p excitation. Increasingly more-

sophisticated calculations, incorporating electron correlations in the 

target states, and also Including core-excited states in the close-

coupling expansion, are done at a few selected energies in an attempt to 

isolate the cause of the discrepancies between theory and experiment. It 

is found that these more-sophisticated calculations give essentially the 

same results as the two and foui -channel calculations using Hartree Fock 

wavefunctlons. Comparison of the sodium high-energy elastic differential 

cross sections with those of neon suggests that the sodium differential 

cross section experiments may suffer from systematic errors. There Is 

ill so disagreement. at the higher energies, between theoretical values for 

the scattering parameters and those that ate derived from laser-excited 

stipere histIc scattering and electron photon coincidence experiments. When 

allowance is made for the finite .inept.nice angle of the electron 



spectrometers useu In the experiments by convolving the theory with a 

function representing the distribution of electrons entering the electron 

spectrometer it Is found that the magnitudes of the differences between 

theory and experiment are reduced. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The scattering of Intermediate-energy electrons by alkali metal 

vapours, and In particular sodlua. has been the subject of numerous 

experimental and theoretical Investigations. Sodiua is an interesting 

system with which to probe the dynamics of electron-atoa collisions. The 

staple electronic structure of the sodiua atoa, with Its weakly bound 3s 

electron outside a neon-like core, aakes sodlua particularly aaenable to 

theoretical investigation. Assualng the core to be Inert, we would expect 

that the cross sections would resemble those of hydrogen. However, this 

is not the case, as the sodlua 3p excited state Is only 2.1 eV above the 

3s ground state giving sodlua an enoraous dipole polarlsabllty. 

Consequently, the strong coupling between the 3s and 3p levels has a large 

effect on the characteristics of both elastic and Inelastic scattering. 

While experlaents en sodiua are naturally not as siaple aa those perforaed 

on the inert gases, the low temperatures required to aake a dlaer-free 

aodlua beaa aake experlaents with sodlua comparatively easy. Although the 

large amount of experlaental lnforaation should allow a thorough test of 

the current theories for electron scattering, there has been no 

coaprehenslve theoretical investigation which looks at all the available 

data. 

With respect to elastic scattering, there are three sets of 

experimental data. Oehenn and Relchert (1972) obtained unnoraalised 

differential cross sections at angles of 25" to 190° at energies ranging 

from 1 to 20 eV. Teubner et al (1978) obtained absolute elastic 

differentia) cross sections (by normalising in the Inelastic 3p cross 

section) at higher energies (54 to 217 eV) while Srlvastava and Vuskovlc 

(1980) also measured absolute differential cross sections at lo*er 

energies (10 to 5* eV) The experiments of Srlvastavn and Vnsktivlr (I9R0) 

and Teubner et al (1978) do not agree wllh ench other at the common nnergy 
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of 54 eV Srivastavn and Vusknvlr (1980) suggested that the reason for 

the discrepancy was that the experiment of Teubner et al (197ft) did not 

correctly allow for the geometric correction factors that account for thi

ef feet Ive size of the Interaction region changing as the electron detector 

Is rotated Finally. Tetibner el al (1986) have asserted that the df»ia of 

Srlvastava and Vuskovlc (1980) suffered from numerous systematic errors, 

for Instance It Is Implied that Srivastava and VuSkovic (1980) have not 

correctly determined the angles at which the differential cross section 

was measured 

A similar situation exists in relation to the differential cross 

section for the resonance transition to the 3p state. The experimental 

results of Srivastava and Vus'kovlc (1980) are again In poor agreement with 

the data of Buckman and Teubner (1979a). The differential cross sections 

measured by Shuttleworth et al (1975) are confined to low angles. They 

agree with Buckman and Teubner (1979a). but not with Srivastava and 

VuSkovic. The large discrepancies between theory and experiment are. 

however, at large angles. These experiments were placed on an absolute 

scale by using a generalised oscillator strength formalism to normalise 

the results Buckman and Teubner (1979a) Integrated their differential 

cross sections to obtain total cross sections. More recently. Teubner et 

al (1986) remeasured the 3s to 3p dfferentlal cross section at 54.4 eV and 

reported new measurements at 22.1 eV. The new measurements are in 

agreement with the earlier data of Buckman and Teubner (1979a) 

Total cross sections for the 3s to 3p transition have also been 

meastired by Enemark and Gallagher (1972) and Zapesochnyl et al (1975) 

Both those experiments determined the :ross section by measuring the 

Intensity of light emitted from the 3p to 3s decay The cross sections 

were placed on an .ihsnliife scale by normalising to the first Horn 

approxlmat inn at high energy 

There have also been experiments which reveal Information about the 
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phase of the scattering amplitudes as well as the absolute magnitude 

Hermann et al (1977. 1*80) studied electron super elastic scattering fro* 

a laser-excited sodium beam as a function of the laser polarisation to 

deduce Information about the scattering amplitude phase. There have also 

been a series oi experiments which are essentially the time-reversed 

analogues of the experiments on laser-excited atoms. The group at 

Flinders University have completed a series o.r experiments measuring the 

polarisation of the emitted radiation from the excited state In 

coincidence with the scattered electron. These experiments also expose 

Information about the phase of the scattering amplitude. The original 

work of Buckman and Teubner (1979b) measured the P and P. polarisation 

components at a number of scattering angles at an energy of 100 eV. 

Unfortunately, there were some errors in analysis of the data which led to 

Incorrect scattering parameters being obtained. These errors were 

corrected in the work of Teubner et al (1985) which determined P , 9 and 

P at an energy of 100 eV. Experiments to determine the P, components, 
3 1 

and In a few Instances the P , P and P components it a number of angles 

for energies of 12.1. 22.1, 30.0 and 54.4 eV have also been reported by 

Teubner et al (1986) and Riley et al (1985, 1986). All the electron-

photon coincidence experiments have been performed using essentially the 

same system. Por the purposes of brevity we will not refer to the 

individual papers when citing the results of this series of experiments. 

Rather we will refer collectively to these experiments and attribute them 

to the Flinders University group. 

There have also been a large number of calculations completed on the 

sodium system. Two calculations based on distorted-wave approximations 

have been performed. 'feubner et al (1978) report elastic cross sections 

calculated with a second order optical potential, in apparently good 

agreement with '.he experiment at higher energies The Distorted Wave 

Polarized Orbital (OWPO) of Kennedy et a I (1977) has also been applied to 
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electron-sodium scattering Approximate close-coupling calculations have 

also been reported by Barnes et al (1965). Korff et al (1970) and Carse 

(1972). All these calculations neglect uc^e part of the interaction; for 

Instance the exchange Interaction has been omitted In all these 

calculations. Furthermore. Barnes et al (1965) neglect the core potential 

while Korff et al (1970) represent the core with a Coulomb potential. We 

Mill not detail the results of these cruder Models except in those cases 

where they are directly relevant, since all of these calculations make 

additional approximations beyond the truncation of the close-coupling 

expansion and so can be regarded as approximations to the calculations 

presented herein. 

The close-coupling equations were solved in a two state aodel by 

Norcross (1971) and by Moores and Norcross (1972) for a four-state 

expansion. These authors did not sake any drastic approximations to 

facilitate the calculations although solutions Mere restricted to low 

energies. McCarthy et al (1985) also solved the close-coupling equations 

In a 4-state approximation for the alkali atoss (Including hydrogen) at 

the coMon energy of about 54.4 eV. In this pap>;r large discrepancies 

were reported between theory and experiment for the sodium elastic and 

resonance inelastic differential cross sections at backward angles. It 

was suggested by McCarthy et al (1985) that a possible cause of the 

discrepancy was the use of Hartree Fock wavefunctlons to approximate the 

N-electron channel wavefunctions. 

In this paper, we present the results of coupled-channel calculations 

for both elastic And inelastic scattering at energies between 10 and 217 

eV Elastic and inelastic different la) cross sections as well as values 

for the Stokes parameters are presented and compared with experiment. It 

war. not possible to get agreement with exporimental cross sections at 

either low or high energies It is found that us the complexity of the 

calculation is Increased tiie results for the higlmr-Incirient-energy 
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electrons do not change to any significant degree. Calculations of 

elastic scattering for neon are also done In an attempt to Isolate the 

cause of the discrepancy. The calculated large.angle cross sections for 

sod I (•• and neon are similar. They agree with experimental cross sections 

for neon, but not for sodiua. This suggests that the differential cross 

section data of Teubner et al (1978) could suffer froa soMe unknown 

systematic error. 
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THEORY 

We are Interested In solving the (P-space) multl channel Lippnann 

Schwlnger equation (for electron-atom scattering) 

<* k| T| • k> - <• k|V ( Q ,|» ,V> (1) 

* L, J d V < * r k l V < Q , | » r k > I E ( * ' - e t ^k 2 | ' <« t .k | Tt*j .k' >p 

where 

< » r k | T | t . .k '> = < # t > k | V , Q , | t ' + ) ( k ) > (2) 

is the T-matrix element for the transition from the (N+l)-electron channel 

state l»..kj> to l*..k>. The ket It'* > Is the formally-exact solution of 

the (N*l)-electron Schrodlnger equation with total energy E for channel 

J while c Is the energy of the N-electron target state I* >. The 

operator V is written in the Feshbach formalism as the sum of the first-

order potential and an optical potential, i.e. 

V < Q' - V * PVQ — r — QVP (3) 
<E'*' - QHQ) 

The optical potential 's usually included to allow for the possibility of 

a transition from If > to I* > via those states excluded (Q space) from 

the expilcltly-coupled channel space (i.e. P-space). In the calculations 

presented here no optical potential Is used since the the sodium system is 

dominated by excitations to the 3p state. The polarisation potential is 

dominated by the excitation to the 3p state to the extent that 

approximately 99% of the ground state static dlpole polarisabi1Ity arises 

from the excitation to the 3p state. Excitation to the 3p state also 

dominates the absorption potential as the cross section for exciting thp 

3p state Is about 5 times larger than any othpr Inelastic process. 

Including Ionization 

We will describe In dotal I thr formalism used to compute the partial-

wave matrix elements as there the prespnt formalism Is a gpnpraI I sat Ion of 
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that described previously by McCarthy and Stelbovics (1983) This 

generalisation was necessary to reduce the tiae required for evaluation of 

the angular integrals when using large-basis configuration interaction 

(Cl) wavefunctions to represent the target states (Scott and Burke. 1982). 

The aost coapact and efficient aanner in which to evaluate the continuua 

matrix eleaents is to specify information about the target states using 

irreducible coaponents of the density aatrlces. These density matrices 

should not be confused with the density aatrix used to describe the 

polarisation characteristics of the scattered electron. 

For the purposes of calculation a partial-wave expansion of the T-

and V- aatrix eleaents Is performed. The partial-wave decomposition of 

the T-aatrix element is 

< k ' ; # L S M, M„ | T | # L S M, M„ ;k"> 
p p p L S q q q L S -

P P <1 1 

= V t V - J H, ( r ' ' L p M L , J V < l " " ' L A ' J V 
J P q <«> 

• £<*•> £ V > w 8«8 C ; j $ ( k ' k "> 
> (1/2 P 1 S M ISM I (1/2 M- 9 H ISM ) 

P P 

A slallar result holds for the V-aatrlx eleaents. In the above expression 

J is the orbital angular aoaentua of the (N>l)-electron systea while S 

denotes Its spin. The quantua nuabers of the N electron state 

|p>, with energy E , are L , S , M, and M_ . 
p p p L S P P 

While the details of the construction of the CI wavefunctions are 

esentially irrelevant to the analysis we give here, it will be aasuaed 

that the N-electron channel states are Cl wavefunctions specified In teras 

of a linear combination of slater ileleraincints. The aosl natural aanner 

In which to proceed Is to use the second q'innti/eri foraallsa. 

It Is useful lo now Introduce the si mIe particle density aHtrix 

between the quautua states denoted by p and q as 
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>, . - <p;L S M, M. a. a. q;L S H, N„ > Ij p p L S I J H q q L S P P <4 q 
(5) 

•there the labels 1 and j refer to the entire set of quantum numbers 

{a.I a p ) defining a single particle state. The operators a and a. are oi a a i J 

the usual creation and annihilation operators. The index a will be used 

to define the orbital quantua nuaber uniquely. If we restrict our 

discussion at present to operators with no spin dependence, then 

* -• 
P«.-B " V A M J a p a 

1 k I, 
a 3 
a M B 

<P • . a„ . q> r' a,l a u 0,loa„u a a a 0 B a 
(6) 

The Wigner-Eckort theorea can be used to define the irreducible coaponents 
K of the density aatrix, p „, by 

caB 

q.aB 
L -M. 

(1) P LP ( L k L 
p q 

p q 

k (7) 

Kith these definitions the first Born approxiaatlon aatrix eleaents b«coae 

<k';# | V I* ;k"> 
p q - »Sit U ^ ( 2 X t l ) ( G « B ( K ) - 6aB 6XO» 

- < V - ^ V 4 0 - K ) <-»p L p LP X Lq 

p q 
where the redi'ced aatrix eleaent of the spherical tensor is 

t 
<* HC X |U -> = ( 1 ) a | ( 2 * M ) ( 2 t a f l ) ) 1 / 2 

and the aoaentua transfer, K is 
K k" k' . 

*« X lB 
I 0 0 0 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The aagnltiide of the aoaentua transfer can be related to k'. k" and the 

cosine of the angle between k' and k" by 

-2 ? 2 
k' • k" 2k'k"u (111 

where 
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k* .k* 
(12) 

The function G „(K) can be written as a rational function if Slater-type 

crbitals are used to represent the target orbitals. 

G „(K) «t|J IKr)|B> aB X (13) 

The partial-wave Matrix eleMents May be expressed as a SUM of both direct 

and exchange teras. 

p l J S V" (H) 

where 

vd • W j , X C 1 X M , > / * ( 2 x ' + n C , k ' - k " ) <V - c X | , V 

« o X„ |(2i'*i)(a-*i)]I/8 f (2x)t 1 > / 2 [ r j x- ) 
B l(tJH(a-ijiiJ I 0 o o ) 

l'*J*L 
P ( X" X-J X' 

0 0 0 

1" X *' 

J x 1 x-j 

1" L J 
q 

L 1' X 

* (1) 

and 

. ^ V . k " ) - k ^ J c ^ J^du Px,(«) (G X
B(K,- 6 x o8 o 0) K- , X + 2 ) 

IT 

The partial-wave Matrix eleMents can also be expressed as 

V, » lx „ R X(«.k',B.k") <t HCX!ltD> <l'HCXIU"> 

(15) 

*«B M ) P 

L 

L J 

1 ' X 

(16) 

(17) 

where the rad ia l Matrix eleMents are 

RV.k'.B.k") - I1"-1' ^ ~ J ; dr, V<kT,> V ( k " r i ' 

\l« T2 » W W < xo 
r 

( i n ) 

The exchange Matrix eleMents are cons Idprnlily M O T P coaplleafpd In Hits 
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case the d e n s i t y - m a t r i x e lements have a n o n - t r l v l a l s p i n dependence 

K 1 
D 
vo.aP 

I ( t m * m \K\>) ( 1 / 2 u 1/2 M„ i to I 
• *„M u « n B B « 0 
or B a P ( 1 9 ) 

< 1 ) B B ( 1 ) 
1/2-u B 

a . * m n B.*_i«_iJra or n a B B B 

with the I r r e d u c i b l e component, p un ,r»p d e f i n e d by 

L -M, S M„ 
p K p S -

P T - ( 1 ) P ( 1) I, x L 
p q 

P Q 

S "i " 
P n 

""s ° "s 
p <J 

P I B ' 2 0 ' 

The par t ia l -wave exchange M a t r i x e lenents now reduce to 

I V - T a ( R X ( a . k \ k ' . B ) - Y X ( a . k \ k " . B ) ) <t HC Xttt"> <A , I IC XH1_> 
e XtfTOfB pq « - — 15 

•CT . . . S * 1 / 2 * S , „ . . ,_ . J / 2 o ( 1 ) p (2S*1) ( 2 t + l ) S <? T 
p q 

1/2 1/2 S 
(21) 

1 +1 • If+J 
( - 1 ) a P <2J*1) < 2 * » 1 ) I / Z t' I" * 

I l a X L L J 
q p 

The r a d i a l Matr ix e lenents in equation (21) nre def ined by 

R (c.k'.k .Bf - I ^ M P J o a r l J o d r 2 i y r > 

- w v w v,k';v w 
(22) 

and 

V^la.fc-.k-.B! - I*""*' jjfjp J; dr, P a | P | | U r . ( k ; r i ) 

" J; dr2 V»W W I"'0' lV V i(V V 
(23) 

where e Is thp single-part Irle energy for the orbital labelled by the 
a 

quantum number nr The angular Integrals In equation (19) are no problem 

to evaluate since Ihp complexities of the mtiltl configuration wnveftinction 

are contained In the density-matrix elements p „ which only need to be 
orO 

eva lua ted nt the s t a r t of the en leu la t Ion Once t h e p a r t i a l - w a v e m a t r i x 

elements ( I e the V ,. ) have been computed. ; I I I I n t e g r a l e q u a t i o n fo r 
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the partial-wave T Matrix elements (I.e. T ... ) can be foraulated and 

solved using techniques described by McCarthy and Stelbovics (1983). 

The transition aaplitude is constructed by choosinR the quantisation 

axis in the direction of the incident electron. It is 

< k ' : « L S M. M I T | » L S M, M„ ;k"> p p p L S q q q L S -
P P q q 

^ ' ^ . T n ^ ' ^ ' - ' V (roL q M L MMj) / ; ( k - » 
p q 

- Ws , , / a M' s

P

M s p

i s v ( , / z w" V s q

, s v - ( , 5 - J 8 - v S ; j s ) 
• <k',• L S M, N |V|» L SN H ;k">. p p p L s q q q L 8 - . 

P p q q \**) 

He use this for* for the T-aatrix eleaent to alnlalse any 

inaccuracies that aay build up when a large nuaber of partial-wave aatrlx 

eleaents are suaaed. The conatructlon of the cross section froa the T-

aatrlx eleaents is detailed in McCarthy and Stelbovics (1983). 
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DESCRIPTION OP THE CALCULATIONS 

As Mentioned previously, our initial calculations (McCarthy et al 

1985) on the alkali atoas Mere ir; poor agreeaent with experimental values 

for the differential cross sections. Accordingly, we have done a large 

nuaber of calculations of varying coaplexity in an atteapl to 1 sol?.'<.? the 

cause of the discrepancy between the theory and experiment. These 

different calculations are described below, 

(i) PBA. The alaplest realistic aodel for the Inelastic 3s to 3p 

transition is the first Born approximation. This Is expected to be 

eccurate for saall-angle scattering at high enerples. Hartree-Pock 

wavefunctions Mere used in the evaluation of the first Born aatrix 

eleaent. 

(11) SE. The slaplest possible model, applicable only to elastic 

scattering. Is to solve the coupled-channel* equations for Just the 

entrance 3s channel. The resulting equations are just the static-

exchange (SE) equations. The SE equations Mere solved for a total 

angular aoaentua (J) up to 40. The target bound state was 

represented by a HP wavefunctlon with the tingle-particle orbltals 

expressed as linear combinations of Slater-type orbltals. 

(ill) CC2. The coupled-channel equations are solved for thr 3s and 3p 

channels. A 24-polnt gausslan quadrature mesh Is used to dlscretlse 

the off-shell part of the Integral equations for J < 24 for energies 

> 30.0 eV. When the Incident energy Is < 22.1 eV, polarisation 

effects are quite laportant for the higher partial waves and so a 24 

point gaussian ansh is used for J <• 34. No exchange matrix eleaents 

are coaputed for J > 16 The Unltarlsed Born Approximation (UBA) is 

used to apprcxiaate the rf-st of the T matrix eleaents for J < 80. 

The first Born approximation Is used for J > 80. IIP wavefunctions 

are Hgiiin used to represent the channel states. 
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(iv) CC4. The channel space Is enlarged to include the 3s, 3p. 4s and 3d 

channels. Details of the calculation are slallar to those of the 

CC2 calculation. 

(v) FBA-CI. The Influence of Inadequacies in the HP wavefunctlons on 

small-angle scattering for the 3s to 3p transition can be determined 

by using configuration interaction (CI) wavefunctlons to evaluate 

first Born aatrlx eleaents. CI wavefunctlons were constructed for 

the 3s, 3p, 3d and 4s states. Using the HF 3s, 3p. 3d, 4s and 4p 

configurations as a reference set, the Slater determinants that 

could be foraed by allowing all possible single and double 

excitations (excluding the doubly-occupied Is shell) fro* the 

reference configurations into the 4s, 4p and 3d pseudo-orbital space 

were included in the CI basis. The pseudo-orbltals were constructed 

by aaxiaislng their overlap with the 2p and 3s orbltals. The 

quality of the CI wavefunctlons can be estimated by computing 

optical oscillator strengths for the 3s-3p transition. Using 

experimental energy differences to compute the oscillator strength, 

the length and velocity aatrix elements give 0.998 and 0.916 

respectively for the CI wavefunctlons. The best calculation Is that 

of Froese-Fischer (1976) which gave values of 0.964 and 0.967 for 

the length and velocity oscillator strengths respectively. While 

our calculations have not converged, the CI wavefunctlons are a 

definite improvement over I'P wavefunctlons which give 1.066 and 

0.927 for the length and velocity oscillator strengths respectively. 

(vl| CC4-CI. These calculations are identical to the CC4 calculations 

apart from the fact that the CI wavefunctlons used for the FBA-CI 

calculations were used to represent the N electron channel states. 

In view of the fact that these calculations were extremely tlae 

consuming, results are presented at only a few selected energies 

The details are the same as for the CC4 calculation 
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(vll) CC5-XC. Channels Involving excitation of a 2p electron are 

explicitly Included In the- close-coupling expansion. As well as t 

usual 3s and 3p channels, the 2p s3s* *P state and the two 2ps3s3d 

*P states were lncl ided In P space. The excitation energies of t 

states with excited 2p electrons are 1.27. 2.43 and 2.81 a.u. 

respectively. Details of the calculation are similar to the CC2 

calculation. 
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RESULTS FOR ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Elastic differential c .JSS sections at energies of 10 and 20 eV are 

depicted in figure 1. The pronounced forward peaking of the cross 

sec Ions Is caused by the extremely strong coupling between the 3s and 3p 

channels. The differences between the CC2 and CC4 calculations are 

relatively small, indicating that it is the coupling with the 3p state 

which dominates the collision. The influence of coupling to the 4s and 3d 

levels Is aost important at saall angles. This is *ost clearly seen in 

table 1 where the total elastic cross section for the CC4 calculation Is 

some 10k larger than for the CC2 calculation at 10 eV. That the 

theoretical cross sections do not agree with the total cross sections of 

Srlvastava acid Vuskovic (1980) may be partly due to the extrapolation 

procedure used by Srlvfistava and Vuskovic (1980) to extend their 

differential cross sections from 10° to 0°. 

The overall agreement between the aost coaplete theory (CC4) and the 

experiments of Srlvastava and Vuskovic (1980) Is not particularly good. 

Better agreement Is obtained with the experimental results of Gehenn and 

Relchert (1972) where an excellent fit at 20 eV is achieved. However as 

the experimental data of Gehenn and Reichert (1972) were not absolute we 

have normalised their data to fit the theory (the CC4 calculation) at the 

secondary maximum. A visual inspection of the shapes of the cross 

sections at the energy of 20 eV clearly demonstrates that the experimental 

results by the different groups are not consistent with each other. 

The elastic differential cross sections at the higher energies of 

54 4 100 and ISO eV are shown in figure 2 The actual experimental 

values depicted are not those of Tetibner et al (1978). Rather we use 

the final values of Buckman (1979) which are slightly different One of 

the features of these curves Is the reasonable fit to the experimental 

differential cross sections obtained by Teiibner et al (1978) with A second-
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order optical aodel. However the apparently good agreement aust be 

regarded as an artifact of their calculation since the absorptive part of 

their optical potential does not correspond to the physics of the electron -

sodiua systea. In this calculation inelastic processes involving both the 

3s and 2p subshells Mere permitted to contribute to the absorption 

potential. Teubner et al (1978) used the closure approximation to 

facilitate calculation of the optical potential. Rather than having 

different closure energies for the different shells. Teubner et al (1978) 

used a single closure energy for both the 2p and 3s shells. Such a 

procedure is unlikely to be valid since the HF single-particle energies 

for these two shells are quite different (e.g. e = 40.3 eV. € = 4.96 

eV). With such a restriction it is possible that the average excitation 

energies of the core excited 2p»3siU levels are too saall, thus causing 

the strength of the absorption potential to be over?stlstated. 

Unfortunately Teubner et al (1978) did not specify the value of the 

closure energy that Has used. However using lnforaatlon about the 

absorption potential that Is available In Buckaan (1979), the contribution 

to the reaction cross section that results froa excitations of electrons 

fro* the 2p subshell can be computed. Rough calculations indicate that 

the reaction cross section is about 10 a.u. at 100 eV. This is about 10 

tines larger than the total reaction cross section of neon (de Heer et al 

1979) and about thirty tlaes larger than the ionlsation cross section of 

Na (Hooper et al 1966). Since the absorptive component of the optical 

potential used by Teubner et al (1978) is too large (for core electrons) 

the saaller cross section at backward angles aust be regarded as an 

artifact of the calculation. 

None of the present calculations are in good quantitative agreement 

with the experimental results While the theoretical calculations In 

figure 2 agree qua I i tat ive ly Willi the exper laciil . In particular with the 

positions of the alniaa. the absolute v.ilnes of the large-angle cross 
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sections are almost an order of Magnitude larger than the experimental 

values. One of the most not Icable features of figure 2 are the snail 

differences between the SE. CC2 and CC4 calculations at backward angles. 

This provides quite dramatic evidence that polarisation and Inelastic 

processes Involving the outer 3s electron are unimportant for high-energy 

large-angle scattering. The dominant mechanism for large-angle elastic 

scattering at these energies Is Just the static Interaction of the 

continuum electron with the sodium ground state. Given the Insensitivity 

of the large-angle cross section to Inclusion of additional channels in 

the close-coupling expansion the large discrepancies with experiment are 

somewhat puzzling. In order to unravel the possible causes for the 

discrepancies, particular attention will be paid to the 100 and 150 eV 

cross sections. 

The fact that the elastic data are much smaller than the theoretical 

calculations at backward angles would seem to imply that -oactive 

scattering involving excitation ol -*•.« 2p eli *rons may be important at 

these angles. The present CC5-XC calculations, which explicitly include 

channels with excited 2p electrons were done to check this hypothesis. 

The results of these calculations, shown in figure 2, indicate that while 

absorption by the core has some influence on the large-angle cross 

sections, the effect Is not large enough to explain the discrepancy with 

experiment. 

Additional evidence that the core is Indeed inert at these energies 

Is provided by the results of calculations on the neon system. A simple 

but not Inaccurate model of the sodium atom Is to picture it ns a weakly 

bound valence electron outside of a neon-like core. Since the binding 

energies of the neon atom are smaller than those of nodlnm. the nenn rorr 

Is easier to excite and .*•• a co«pu<-i.<•<>!> jf stst Ic -exrfcenge calculation's 

for ne"n with more sophisttested calculation* and experimental data should 

permit us to deride whether core excitations are Important for neon ;md 
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sod Iun Figure 3 depicts the results of a static exchange calculation and 

an R matrix calculation by Fon and Rerrlngton (1981) with one psrudo stair 

to account for polarisation and Inelastic events. The experimental data 

of Gupta and Rees (1975a, b) and Will tans and Crowe (1975) are also shown 

in figure 3. The static-exchange results are In excellent agreement with 

both the experimental data and the R matrix calculation. This agreement 

provides both empirical and theoretical evidence to further support thp 

hypothesis that core excitations are not responsible for the discrepancy 

between theory and experiment. 

It is particularly interesting to superimpose the sodium and neon 

differential cross sections (figure 4) at the common energy of 150 eV. 

The present sodium calculations are in broad agreement with the neon 

experimental ssid theoretical cross sections. If we ignore the sodium 

data, the agreement between neon and sodium cross sections at large angles 

indicates that inner regions of the sodium and neon atoms are quite 

similar and that reactive scattering involving excitations of the 39 

electron Is not Important for large angle scattering. Both of these 

propositions are eminently plausible and supported by the results of the 

calculations depicted in figures 2. 3 and 4. 

Since we have eliminated the possibility that absorption by the core 

Is the cause of the distinctions between theory and experiment there does 

not seem to be any way that the differences between theory and experiment 

can be reconciled. The hypothesis that Inelastic events involving the 

valence 3s electron may be responsible for the differences Is not 

supported b> he comparison of the SE, CC2 and CC4 calculations where it 

was found that the coupling between the channels had no effect on the 

largp-nnglp differential cross sections Since coupling to the 3p. 3d and 

<ls channels has an Insignificant effort i»n the large-angle elastic cross 

section It Is unlikely thn thusr chfttitiels which have been nmlttpd from P 

spare will nffpct the cross seel Ion ;il these angle-' 
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Given the constant differences between theory anci experiment at high 

incident energies, regardless of the sophistication of the calculations, 

one aust question the validity of the experimental evidence. Firstly, 

none of the experlaental measurements by the different groups are 

compatible with each other. Second, the various calculations of elastic 

scattering see* to have converged. Next. '«.•!». large differences between 

elastic cross sections for neon and codiua at backward angles certainly 

seem very Implausible. Until there is a greater body of convergent 

experiment results to suggest otherwise, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that differences between theory and experiment may oe due to 

large systematic errors In the experiments. 
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TOTAL AND DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR THE RESONANCE TRANSITION 

Total cross sections for the 3s to 3p transition are tabulated in 

table 2 for a variety ot energies. The absolute cross sections of Kneoark 

and tiallagher (1972) and Zapesochnyi et al (1975) are not in good 

agreement with each other. Soae of the cross-section values attributed to 

Eneaark and Gallagher in table 2 were obtained by interpolation. Both 

these sets of cross sections were placed on an absolute scale by 

normalising to cross sections calculated In the first Born approximation. 

The noraallaatlon point for Eneaark and Gallagher (1972) waa at 1000 eV 

while 300 eV was used by Zapesochnyl et al (1975). Both Eneaark and 

Gallagher (1972) and Zapesochnyi et al (1972) adopt aeai-eaplrlcal 

aethods, using the known value of the optical oscillator strength to 

calculate the first Born cross section; and so should yield total cross 

sections which are aore trustworthy than those coaputed froa ab-initio 

wavefunctions. The total cross sections of Eneaark and Gallagher (1972) 

and Zapesochnyl et al (1975) do not agree within their quoted exrerlaental 

errors. Since the oscillator strengths (length fora) for the HP and CI 

wavpfunctlons used here. 1.066 and 0.998 respectively are slightly larger 

than the accepted value of 0.97 (Froeae-Flacher 1976) it Is expected that 

our calculations will yield first Born cross sections which are slightly 

too large. Given that the difference between our calculated oscillator 

strengths and the accepted value Is les» than 10%, the large difference 

with the total cross section of Zapesochnyl et al (1975) at 217 eV. which 

at this energy is the saae as their first Born cross section, indicates 

that their first Born calr.ulnt ion Is probably defective. On the other 

hand, our FBA calculations are consistent with the seal-eapirlcal first 

Born cross sections used by F.neaark And Gallagher (1972) to noraalise 

their results. At high energies, our first Born approximations FBA and 

FBA CI. as well as the close-coupling calculation* predict cross sections 
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slightly lamer than Eneaark and Gallagher (1972). It Is notlcable that 

at high energies the theoretical cross sections for the CC2 and CC4 

calculations tend to be slightly larger than the experimental values. The 

doalnant contribution to the total cross section for the resonance 

transition coaes froa saall-angle scattering. The CC-5-CI calculations, 

which use wavefunctions giving a saaller value for the 3s to 3p oscillator 

strength, result in slightly saaller total cross sections which are in 

better agreeaent with experiment. At low energies the -oss sections of 

Eneaark and Gallagher (1972) are men saaller than those reported by 

Zapesochnyl et al (1973). Hie present calculations tend to H e between 

the results of Eneaark and Gallagher (1972) and Zapeschonyl et al (1975) 

at low energies. Since the total cross section decreases as the nuaber of 

channels Is Increased it would be expected that. If the nuaber of channels 

were increased beyond the present aaxiaua of four, the calculated cross 

section would further decrease and be In better agreeaent with Eneaark and 

Gallagher (1972). 

The saall-angle differential cross sections shown In figure 5 give 

insight Into the dynaalcs of the collision at saall aoaentua transfers. 

At energies of 22.1 and 54.4 eV It Is possible to distinguish between the 

CC2 and CC4 cross sections. At higher energies the CC2 and CC4 cross 

sections tend to aerge. On the other hnnd, the FBA and CC4 cross sections 

are only in exact agreeaent at the saallest angles. We note that our best 

calculation, naaely the CC4, agrees best with the data at all energies. 

The differential cross sections at the low energies of 10, 20 and 

22.1 eV are shown In figure 0. The differences between the CC2 and CC4 

calculations are not very large. While there is fair agreeaent with thp 

data of Srlvastava and Vuskovlc (1980) at 20 eV the agreeaent at 10 eV Is 

not nearly -.;. xuuu. A careful comparison of the data points of Srlvastnvn 

and Viiskovlc (19B0) with respect to thp CC4 cross section reveals some 

Irregularities In the data points nt saall tingle* This scatter In the 
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data points could be an Indication that the experiment of Srlvlstava and 

Vuskovlc may not be absolutely reliable. At 22.1 eV, there is only fair 

agreement In magultude between the CC4 calculation and the data of Teubner 

et al (1986) although the position of the two Minion and the secondary 

•axinn agree. 

At the higher energies of 54. 100 and 150 eV (figure 7), there are 

large discrepancies between our CC4 calculations and the experimental data 

of Puckman and Teubner (1979a) The wore recent data of Teubner et al 

(1986) at 54 eV are identical with the older cross section Measurements. 

There is better agreement with the data of Srlvastava and Vuskovlc (1980) 

although this data has *>»en the subject of massive criticism by Teubner et 

al (1986). In a number of respects the situation is reminiscent of 'hat 

which arose with respect to elastic scattering. The calculated 

differential cross section* agree with the experiments *n the positions of 

the minima but are once again an order of magnitude larger at backward 

angles. 

At this point some mention must be made of that aspect of the work of 

Teubner et al (1986) in which they manipulate the data of Srlvastava and 

Vuskovlc (1980) with a view to resolving the discrepancies between the two 

sets of data. By shifting the data points of Srlvastava and Vuskovlc 

(1980) bv • 3" and renorma)lsing their data points they find better 

agreement between the adjusted data of Srlvastava and Vuskovlc (1980) and 

their data at 54.4 eV. However. It must be noted that this agreement with 

the adjusted data does not extend to small angles. Teubner et al (19flK) 

Imply that the discrepancy at small angles may be due to saturation 

effects There is an aspect of uncertainty In the procedure adopted by 

Teubner e» al (I9R6I The analysis of the experiment of Srlvastava and 

Vusknvlc II9'79) required that the raw data be scaled by a function 

accounting for changes In the Interact Ion region as the electron beam was 

rotated Since this srnllng function Is angle dependent. It Is clear 
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that if the data of Srlvastava and Vuskovic (1980) are shifted by •3°, 

then a further correction accounting for the change in the scaling 

function should be considered. 

In an earlier work (McCarthy at al 1985), it was suggested that a 

possible cause of the discrepancies between the theoretical and 

experimental 3s-3p cross sections could be deficiencies in the 

wavefunctions used to represent the N-electron channel states. The 

generalised oscillator strengths resulting from HF and CI wavefunctlons 

were found to be quite different at large values of aoaentua transfer. 

Presuaab'.y the use of More accurate CI wavefunctlons would lead to 

differential cross sections that are aore accurate at large angles. The 

CC4-CI calculations, which were undertaken to test the laportance of using 

better wavefunctlons, did not support this supposition. The croas 

sections resulting froa these calculations were not shown in figures 6 and 

7 because the CC4 and CC4-CI cross sections were essentially 

indistinguishable. The similarity of the CC4 and CC4-CI cross sections is 

a result of the fact that the first Born transition amplitude for the 3s-

3p process is insignificant at large values of aoaentua transfer. The 

process which dominates large-angle inelastic scattering Involves the 

continuum electron undergoing large-angle elastic scattering preceding OL 

following the inelastic 3s-3p excitation. Consequently, even though the 

first Born amplitudes for CI and HF wavefunctlons are different at large 

values of aoaentua transfer, the small value of the amplitude at these 

angles ensures that CI effects will not have an appreciable influence on 

the large-angle cross sections. 

Once again, we have a situation in which large differences between 

theory and experiment still persist as the theoretical models are made 

Increasingly sophisticated. The resolution of the problem Is more 

complicated than for elastic scattering. Since large-angle inelastic 

scattering Is predominantly the result of a two-step process accurate 
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calculation of the differential cross section in this angular range is 

Inherently sore difficult. Nevertheless it is very difficult lo 

understand how both the elastic and Inelastic differential cross sections 

should be too large at backward angles. The saaller elastic cross 

section given by the data of Teubner et al (H76) would iaply increased 

.eactlve scattering at backward angles and a larger inelastic cross 

section. The recent experiment of Teubner et al (1986) does not resolve 

the situation since the apparatus used Is essentially a aodifled version 

of the apparatus used by Buckaan and Teubner (1979a). In suaaary. It 

would be fair to state that an impasse currently exists In the coaparlson 

between the aost sophisticated calculations and the current experimental 

data to? aodlusi. 
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STOKES PARAMETERS FOR THE RESONANCE TRANSITION 

Two essentially different experiments have been done. The 

experiments performed by the Flinders University group have Measured the 

polarisation components of the emitted radiation (i.e. the Stokes 

parameters) in coincidence with the Inelastically scattered electron. The 

polarisation components of the light being emitted perpendicular to the 

scattering plane are 

1(0°) 1(90") 
1 1(0°) • 1(90°) 

m 1(45") - M13S-) 
2 1(45°) • 1(135°) ' ' 

l(RHC) - l(LHC) 

3 ' I(RHC) • I(LHC) 

It is also possible to Measure the polarisation of the light being 

emitted parallel to the scattering plane. The only component to far 

Measured is P. which is 
4 

P „ MQ') - '1'"°) ( 2 6 ) 

*4 1(0") • 1(90-) , Z 0 ' 

In the abo«e equations, 1(a) Is the number of coincidence events when 

the optical axis of the polariser makes an angle a with the Incident beam 

direction. I(RHC) and I(LNC) measure the right and left polarisation 

components respectively. The Stokes parameters can be expressed in terms 

of the collision-frame density-matrix elements (Hermann and Hertel 1982a, 

1982b, Teubner et al 1985) as 

P. - 0.141 (1 - 4 p n ) 

(27) 

1 

P 2 - 0.40 Re p 

P 3 ' 1.577 (a p 
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where the spin averaged density-matrix elements expressed In terms of T 

matrix elements are 

0 . = V 0 V 0 ) * . ?TmT<V 128) 
am* 4 • m 4 m m 

j . rlT«»T<o>* . ? Tm Tcn* 
ml 4 m M 4 m * 

The superscripts (0) and (1) denote the spin quantum number of the 

(N*l)-electron system. In deriving the above expressions It was assumed 

that the scattering amplitudes obey reflection symmetry about the 

scattering plane (i.e. p - -p ). This Identity is satisfied as long 

as spin-orbit Interactions can be neglected. This is expected to be the 

case for a low Z atom like sodium. One consequence of this 1'. that both 

P and P are functions of only p , hence P can be expressed in terms of 

P 4 using 

P, - (1.859P, - 0.141)/(1 P.) (29) 
1 4 4 

Rather than comparing P. separately with theory, we have transformed those 
4 

values of P that are available into equivalent P. values. There are a 

number of alternative ways t> parameterise the Information about the 

scattering amplitudes that is Inherent In the Stokes parameters. Me have 

taken the view that It is best to present our results in terms of P , P , 

P and P since these are the quantities thnt are actually measured In the 

experiments of the Flinders University group. The quantities measured in 

the experiments of Hermann et al (1977. 1980) are easily expressed in 

terms of Stokes parameters. 

There is one other parameter which gives useful Infoimation about the 

reaction dynamics This Is the reduced polarization, |P| defined by 

[ '•' 
? 

1 " * ) ' 1- \ 2 

jo i n JO M l | 1 n r.r.n "'I .. ... • ,. ... • L. „- (30) 
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When IP| - 1. the singlet and triplet scattering amplitudes are parallel 

and the excitation can be characterised as "coherent". In all those 

Instances for which we present values for P . P and P It was found that 

I P| was > 0 98 

When analysing the experimental data which yield information on the 

scattering parameters it Is important to make sure that our analysis 

corresponds to the exact experimental situation. The experiments 

allegedly give the scattering parameters as a function of the electron 

scattering angle. However, what Is really measured In these experiments 

(at any angle) are the scattering parameters weighted by the differential 

cross section averaged over the finite angular resolution (I.e. Instrument 

function) of the electron spectrometer. Consequently, when comparing with 

experiment the theoretical parameters should be turned Into an angular 

average by folding the theory with the differential cross section and a 

function h(8) representing the angular distribution of the electrons 

entering the electron spectrometer. For example, one should not compare 

P (8) with experiment, rather one should compare <P.(6)>. defined by 

<Pj(8)> = i 
8-68 d* h U ) Pl (** da .... 
9 + 6 8 H* M A I 42<»> 8 68 - » h U ) dfl 

with the experiment. It is straightforward to demonstrate that the finite 
angular resolution of the electron spectrometer can have a considerable 
influence on the value of polarisation that Is actually measured. At high 
electron energies, where the differential cross section Is extremely 
forward peaked, there will be a preferential weighting towards low angles 
when the average polarisation component given by equation (31) is 
computed. The Flinders University group do not give any information 
about the angular resolution of their electron spectrometer Hermann et 
al (1977) do not give any information about the acceptance angle of their 
electron spectrometer although the error bars seem to Indicate a half 
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width of about ±2.5°. The angular resolution in the experiment performed 

by Hermann et al (1980) Is quoted as ±1". Me have done calculations to 

test the potential Importance of finite angular resolution by folding the 

CC4 calculations with a spectrometer function with a half width of 12.1°. 

Me will refer to the CC4 calculation which has been convoluted as the 

<CC4> calculation. 

Values for P are depicted as a function of scattering angle at 

electron energies of 12.1, 22.1 and 30 eV In figure 8. An Interesting 

feature of these results Is that as the energy Increases the first Born 

approximation gives results which are quite similar to the CC2 and the CC4 

results. At 30 eV the CC2 and CC4 calculations give Identical results and 

are very hard to distinguish from the PBA results. The importance of 

folding the calculated P with a detector funct'on is confirmed by the 

curve showing the results of the CC4 calculation convoluted with a 

detector function. The differences between the FBA and CC4 calculations 

at 30 eV are smaller than the differences between the <CC4> and CC4 

curves. 

At the higher energies of 54.4 and 100 eV the theoretical values of 

the different calculations of P (figure 9) seem to be converging. We 

would Intuitively expect that this would be the case since the 

approximations Implicit in using a finite-channel close-coupling 

calculation should be more realistic at high energies than at low 

energies. However it is much more Important to convolute the calculated 

P with a det 'or function at these energies since both P and the 

differential cross section vary extremely rapidly with the electron 

scattering Jingle This Is certainly apparent in figure 9 where it is seen 

that convolutlug the calculated P values leads to large changes which 

bring the theory into better accord with the experimental data 

Values ul the parameter I' are shown In figure 10 al energies of 
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12.1. 22.1 and 100 eV. The agreement between theory and experiment is 

reasonable at the low energies of 12.1 and 22 1 eV. At 100 eV. the data 

of Teubner et al (1985) cannot be reconciled with the calculations. 

Although the theory here Is sensitive to resolution effects, the <CC4> 

calculation Is not In any better agreement with the data than the CC4 

calculation. Nith regard to the the retlcal calculations It Is 

Interesting to note that differences between the FBA, CC2 and CC4 

calculations still persist at 100 eV at angles greater than 2°. 

Values for the polarisation component P at energies of 12.1, 22.1 

and 100 eV are shown in figure 11. This parameter la quite a sensitive 

test of the theory since the first Born approximation predicts that P 

should be zero for all scattering angles. The theoretical values of P 

are roughly proportional to the scattering angle for all energies and 

angles considered. The data of Hermann et ai (1980) and the 12.1 eV data 

of the Flinders group are consistent with this trend although detailed 

agreement is not achieved. On the other hand, the 100 eV P data polnta 
3 

of Teubner et al (1989) do not follow any obvious trend although they 

straddle the theoretical results. It Is clear that the error bars 

associated with the measurements of Teubner et al (1985) are somewhat 

optimistic. The <CC4> calculation of P shows that this parameter is not 

particularly sensitive to angular resolution effects, even at 100 eV. 

This is due to the fact that P does not vary as rapidly with scattering 
3 

angle as do P. and P . Hence, If the object of an experiment Is to 

provide a detailed test of the theory, we believe that P is the best 

polarisation component to measure. It Is the most sensitive of the Stokes 

parameters to the degree of sophistication of the calculation and least 

sensitive to the potential distortions Induced by the finite size of the 

electron spectrometer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Although our calculations reproduce the general trends of the 

experimental data in all Instances, exact quantitative agreement with 

experiment has not been achieved. In a number of instances where there 

are discrepancies between theory and experiment, experiments performed by 

different groups jre also in conflict. With respect to the differential 

cross section data, the overall consistency of the different calculations. 

and the agreement of sodium and neon elastic scattering calculations with 

elastic neon cross sections, tends to suggest that the differential cross 

section experiments suffer severely from the effects of systematic errors. 

There also appear to be problems with the measurements of the Stokes 

parameters. While it has often been stated that determination of the 

correlation and coherence parameters provides a much more discriminating 

test of any theory than does the determination of the differential cross 

section. In the particular case of sodium at the energies we have 

considered, we do not believe that the present experiments are of 

sufficient quality to provide a really detailed test of the theory. At 

high energies like 100 eV. inclusion of angular resolution effects Is of 

great importance and must be considered in any future work. 

In view of the confused situation with regard to experimental 

determination of the total and differential cross sections (as well as the 

Stokes parameters) we believe that It Is premature to suggest that the 

disagreements between theory and experiment are due to theoretical 

deficiencies. There is clearly a need for further experiments to be 

carried nut in order to clarify the situation 
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Table 1. Total cross sections (in a ) for elastic scattering as a 

function of energy. The only experimental results are those of Srlvastav* 

and Vuskovic (19801 which ate in the row denoted SV 

351 . 

86S. 

E(eV) 

CC1 

CC2 

CC4 

CC4-CI 

SV 153.6 
(50) 

20 22 1 54.4 100 150 217 

25.0 19.5 19.3 17.2 13.4 10.7 8.40 

59.0 27.6 25.8 17.5 13.4 10.6 8.36 

84.2 28.9 26.8 17.0 13.2 10.6 8.31 

50.0 
(15) 

25.9 17.2 

19.3 
(5.8) 

10.6 
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Table 2 Coaparision of experimental and theoretical total cross sections 
2 (in a ) as a function of energy for the 3s to 3p transition in sodlua. 

The experiaental cross sections due to Buckaan and Teubner (1979a), 

Eneaark and Gallagher (1972) and Zapesochnyl et al (1975) are In the rows 

denoted BT. ZPA and EG respectively. The experiaental error Halts are 

enclosed in brackets under the cross section value. 

E(eV) 10 20 22.1 54.4 100 150 217 

255.0 169.3 158.8 84 .0 52 .9 38.4 28.5 

165.1 134.7 128.9 77.7 50 .9 37 .5 28.1 

138.5 123.0 118.9 75 .3 50 .0 36 .9 27.8 

154.7 81 

115.9 73.2 

37.3 

36.3 

78 .6 47 .8 33 .6 24.5 
(11 6) (6 9 ) ( 5 . 0 ) (3 5) 

188 143 134 69 41 .5 30 .9 23 .8 
(15) (12) (11) 15.51 (3 4) ( 2 5 ) ( 1 9 ) 

EG 114.7 103.2 100.5 87.4 47.1 34.9 26.4 
(5.0) (4.2) (4.2) (2.0) (0.6) (0.3) (0.3) 
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FIGURE CAK10HS 

Figure 1. Elastic differential cross sections for electron-sodiua 

scattering at energies of 10 and 20 eV. The normalised cross sections of 

Gehenn and Reichert (1972) A and the absolute cross sections of Srlvastava 

and Vuskovic (1980)x are depicted. The theoretical results depicted are 

the results of a static-exchange calculation (SE). and two-(CC2) and four-

(CC4) channel close-coupling calculations. 

Figure 2. Elastic differential cross sections for electron-sodlua 

scattering at energies of 54.4, 100 and ISO eV. The experimental cross 

sections of Bucksmn (1979)* and the data of Srlvastava and Vuskovic 

(1980)X are shown. The present SE, CC2 and CC4 cross sections and the 

second order optical potential Model of Teubner et al (197?. TBN are 

shown. 

Figure 3. Elastic differential cross sections for electron-neon 

scattering at energies of 100 and ISO eV. The results of a static-

exchange SE and a two-channel R matrix calculation by Pon and Berrlngton 

(1981) FB are depicted. Also shown «sre the experimental cross sections of 

Mil Haas and Crowe (1975)* and Gupta and Rees (1975a, b) A . 

Plgure 4 Elastic differential cross sections for electron scattering 

from sodius) and neon at 150 eV The data of Buckaan (1979) • and of 

Gupta and Rees (1975b) A are shown 
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Figure 5 Small-angle differential cress sections for the 3s to 3p 

transition In sodlua at energies of 22.1. 54.4, 100 and 150 eV. The 

theoretical cross sections shown are the result of the FBA. CC2 and CC4 

calculations. The experlaental results are taken fro* Buckaan and Teubner 

(1979a) • and Teubner et al (1986) • . 

Figure 6. Differential cross sections for the 3s to 3p transition In 

sodlua at energies of 10. 20 and 22.1 eV. Also depicted are the 

experlaental results of Teubner et al (1986) • and Srivastava and VuSkovic 

(1980)X . 

Figure 7. Differential cross sections for the 3a to 3p transition in 

sodiua at energies of 54.4, 100, ISO eV. The experlaental results of 

Buckaan and Teubner (1979a) • and Srivastava and Vulkovlc (1980) X >re 

shown. 

Figure 8. Coaparlson of experimental and theoretical deteralnations of 

the parameter P at energies of 12.1, 22.1 and 30 eV. Experimental data 

points froa electron-photon coincidence experlaents of the Flinders 

University group* (data points calculated froa P A ) and the 

superelastic experlaent of Heraann et al (1977) x are shown. Results of 

the FBA, CC2 and CC4 calculations are appropriately labelled. Also 

depicted are values for P (denoted <CC4>) that result when the CC4 

calculation is convoluted (eq. 31) with a function roughly representing 

the angular acceptance of the apparatus. 

Figure 9. Coaparison of experimental and theoretical determinations of 

the parameter P at energies of 54.4. and 100 eV The only experimental 

data come froa the electron photon colnr. Idencr experiments of the Ft|nrf«*rs 

University group. Results of the CC2 and CC4 calculations are shown 
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Also depicted are values for P (denoted <CC4>) that result when the CC4 

calculation Is convoluted (eq. 31) with a function roughly representing 

the angular acceptance of the apparatus. 

Figure 10. Comparison of experimental and theoretical determlnatIons of 

the parameter P at energies of 12.1, 22.1 and 100 eV. Data from 

electron-photon coincidence experiments of the Flinders group* and the 

superelastic experiment of Hermann et al (1977) y are depicted. Results 

of PDA, CC2 and CC4 calculations are appropriately labelled. Also 

depicted are values for P (denoted <CC4>) that result when the CC4 

calculation is convoluted (eq. 31) with a function roughly representing 

the angular acceptance of the apparatus. 

Figure 11. Comparison of experimental and theoretical determinations of 

the parameter P at energies of 12.1, 22.1 and 100 eV. Oata from the 

electron-photon experiments of the Flinders group • ; and the 

superelastic experlaent of Hermann et al (1980) y a r e depicted. Results 

of the CC2 and CC4 calculations are appropriately labelled. The first 

Born approximation (without exchange) gives a value of P = 0 for all 

scattering angles. Also depicted are values for P (denoted <CC4>) that 

result when the CC4 calculation Is convoluted (eq 31) with a function 

roughly representing the angular acceptance of the apparatus 
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